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tation of her wares had made England a workshop of the
world. "The English through all the world", wrote a
correspondent in 1672, " are counted the most ingenious in
all manner of manufactures as cloth, serge, woollen stockings,
silk stockings, both woven and knitted, ... all sort of
leather, scarlet cloth, gloves, watches, knives, etc/'i.
The statistics of foreign trade are extremely defective, statistics
The custom-house ledger, showing the total of exports an
imports, was not adopted until 16962. Moreover the returns,
even when available, are based on official, not real values,
and so do not afford a correct view of the value of the trade
in any year at the current market prices s. But this defect
is an advantage in one respect: it enables comparisons to
be made over long periods on the basis of a uniform standard
of prices, so that it is possible to measure a rise or fall in the
volume of trade without the disturbing factor of changes
in the price level. The recorded figures for England are as
follows 4:
Exports.	Imports.
1613	.	.	£2,487,435	£2,141,151
1622	,	.	2,320,436	2,619,315
1663	.	»	2,022,812 (London)*     4,016,019 (London)1*
1700	.	.	6,477,402	5>97<W5
1710	.	.	6,295,208	4,011,341
1720	.	.	6,910,899	6,090,083
173°	•	•	8,548,982	7,780,019
1740	.	.	8,197,788	6,703,778
1750	.	.	12,699,080	7,772,039
1760	.	.	14,694,970	9,832,802
1770	.	.	14,266,653	12,216,937
1774	.	.	15,916,343	13.275,599
*	For the outports add 27 per cent.: Davenant, Works (ed. 1771), v.
352.   The London total for Mich. i662-Mich. 1663 is given as that of
the kingdom in Cunningham, The Growth of English Industry and Com-
merce (ed. 1912), iii. 931.    See infra, Appendix, p. 494, No. 6.
i Hist. MSS. Comm. Portland, iii. 327.
*	Davenant, Works (ed. 1771), v. 349-35*-
8 See infra, vol. iii. 93.
*	The figures for 1613 and 1622 are taken from Misselden, The Circle
of Commerce (1623), 121-122, 128-129, but the method of calculation is
defective.   Those for 1663 from Davenant, Works (ed. I771)* v- 35*. 37^-
Those for 1700 from House of Lords MSS. 1704-1706, p. 107.    Those for
1710-1770 from Whitworth, State of the Trade of Great Britain (1776)—
but I have omitted ' foreign coin and bullion' from Whitworth's total of
exoorts as they are not included in the imports.   Silver and gold, being
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